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Organizational principles for helioprotection centers in an era of heliophysical and global climate change
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The Catharsis Center established the STOP TIME Project in 2014 to develop geo-ecological systems to enhance quality of 
life, maintain health and promote longevity in the current era of intensifying global environmental change. Innovative 

technologies developed by Siberian scientists are used to implement STOP TIME based on the ISRICA concept formulated 
by Academician V P Kaznacheev. Project Objectives: STOP TIME seeks to develop and test a set of drug-free treatments 
and then introduce them into medical practice. The treatments are designed to prevent heliophysical, seasonal and climatic 
disorders and to stop accelerated aging of affected patients. Design: Four new methods are applied within the framework 
of ISRICA. 1) The computer program “Study and Prediction of the Dependence of Pathologies on Cosmological Factors 
Tracking the Human Life Cycle” (Certificate № 2001611270). 2). The measurement of individual sensitivities to magnetic 
field exposure. 3) The generation of holograms revealing significant, but otherwise imperceptible, physiological information 
(Patent Russia № 2239860). 4) Agents possessing heliophysical protective properties. Results: A combined 2-3 week course of 
drug-free prophylaxis, including daily helio-protective drinks and holographic treatment, was administered to 32 volunteers. 
In 70-80% of cases, mostly with heliophysical-sensitive people during heliophysical disturbances, the treatments stabilized 
arterial pressure in patients with arterial hypertension, slowed the velocity of pulse wave propagation and improved endothelial 
function (as assessed by the “Tonokard” Computer System, Russia). Neurophysiologic response increased (as assessed by the 
computer diagnostic system “NS-Psychotest”, Russia). These responses can be explained as a developing physiological anti-
aging tendency in patients with different, verified diagnoses. That development can be consolidated by periodic repetition of 
the prophylactic course. STOP TIME shows the efficacy of helio-protectors as an integral part of maintaining quality of life in 
an era of heliophysical and climate change.
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Energy of cavitation and cosmophysical aspects of gerontology
Alexander Goncharenko and Alexander Zakharov
Noospheric Health Center, Russia

With human aging, the amount of the produced energy decreases. In our experiments we found out that 95% of the whole 
bulk of energy of blood movement accrues to the conductor force of cavitation. In the body it is registered already on the 

5th day of embryogenesis, which develops in a specific heliophysical environment, and after that in the postnatal ontogenesis 
activates biochemical processes. The water cavitation peculiarity in body tissues lies in the fact that it appears in the presence of 
low frequencies and insignificant energy waste that can be modulated by external actions. Inter tissue water and blood plasma 
is in constant movement and is filled with trillions of micellas, vesicles, cells, saline ions, hormones. Their surface area makes 
dozen thousands of square kilometers, water floods between them are arranged by thin membranes several microns thick. 
Therewith the structure of water becomes nonequilibrium, its density decreases, it loses intermolecular strength and easily 
tears up due to insignificant acceleration, change in pressure, temperature, electromagnetic, chemical, ultraviolet, radiological 
and other cosmic impacts: cavitation spaces are formed in water, tremendous energy is released, that activates hydrogen bonds 
of proteins, DNA, ion isotopes in mitochondria of nuclei, puts in motion the cytoplasm chemotaxis, makes Goldgi complex 
throw out transport and target-focused vesicles. They increase gas inflation of plasma and its ponderomotive forces, that 
accelerate blood circulation, lead to the rise of pressure and temperature, stimulate biochemistry of nerve processes, change 
EEG and ECG, enhance or weaken the growth of stem cells, tissues, bones and teeth. Continuous chain of physical reactions 
in cavitation “boiler” creates in one cubic centimeter of human tissues energy that exceed by 10 thousand times the same 
volume of the Sun plasma emission, creates vibrations, the resonances of which interacting directly with gravitation cosmos 
frequencies, influence helio-dependent processes of body ageing. This is particularly relevant and important in the period of 
cosmo-planetary and climate changes.
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